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Outline:  For a long time a well kept secret visited by a hardy few and hidden away in the furthermost reaches of 
Nidderdale above the How Stean Beck.  Flaystones is an unusual and attractive crag, banded by ripples of silver 
grit that perhaps evidence its wild and windy location. The main section has one of the biggest roofs in Yorkshire. 
Development over the last year or so, primarily by Olly Parkinson and friends, has unveiled the potential and led 
to the creation of some fine problems. 
 

Problems / Routes:  60 Font 3 to Font 7c+, 3 routes Severe to E5 
 

Conditions:  This is a summer crag. It is north facing and set high on open moorland. In wet weather the roof 
sections will seep and a dry spell is advised. That being said, the wings dry quickly and could provide all-year 
bouldering. Some of the problems are high and several mats with attendant spotters are helpful if these are 
tackled. 
 

Parking and approach:  
The crag is on Open Access land but check for temporary closures on the Natural England site. Dogs would need 
to be kept under strict control. 
 

RT 1/ From the cafe at How Stean Gorge (after buying a coffee and asking for permission) or from parking 
further back near the 
main road. Follow lanes 
up through Stean to the 
fell gate at Hard Gap. Go 
behind the new fence and 
take a quad track that 
follows the wall and then 
uphill overlooking a gill. 
This leads up (a bit 
indistinct in places) to 
skirt the left side of some 
low boulders (Stott Crags) 
then onward to a fence. 
At this point the top of the 
crag comes in to view. 
Follow the fence to the 
crag. This takes an hour going up (depending on how much gear you are carrying) and 45 mins down. In wet 
weather you need walking boots but you are unlikely to be coming up here at such times. 
 
Rt 2/ Park at Middlesmoor and follow footpaths down to the north side of the How Stean Beck, up past the Riggs 
farms and on past Aygill Beck. Cross the main beck and climb the hillside to the crag. This takes about 90 mins. 
The obvious land rover tracks up this part of the valley cross some non-access land and their use is 
discouraged by the land owner.   
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History:  
Given the size of the crag at 
Flaystones it must have been 
visited over the years however, 
recorded ascents have been 
very few and far between. 
 
Early pioneers include Rob 
Fenton and Graham Lynch but 
the potential of Flaystones had 
not been realised until it was 
taken and shaken by Olly 
Parkinson and friends during 
2018. Around 50 problems 
were added including some 
testing roof climbs and 
traverses. Paul Clarke added a 
few problems, also in 2018.  
 
 
 

The Roofs Section at 
Flaystones 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wild Upper Nidderdale and the How Stean Valley  
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Crag layout: 
The crag is best described in 4 
sections. 
1/ The Left Blocks – left of the 
crag. 
2/ The Roofs – forming a band 
of overhangs that begin on the 
left of the main crag and extend 
rightwards. 
3/ The Rippled Walls – the crag 
but right of the roofs. The 
obvious band of vertical walls. 
4/ The Right Blocks – the 
standing blocks rising up to the 
right of the crag. 

 
 
 

1/ The Left Blocks 
A series of walls and blocks giving some good warm-up problems and a 
couple of testing traverses. The leftmost block is Mutton Chop Block. 

 
1/ Mutton Chop 4 
SDS. Stepped wall. 
 
2/Lamb Shank 6a+ 
SDS  on opposing crimps. 
 
3/ Rump Steak 6a 
SDS. The prow. 
 
4/Sheep Shit 5 
The short prow above climbed from the left. 
 

 
 
 
Psyduck Area 
Over to the right are some banded walls. 
 
1/ Golduck 5+ 
SDS. A pull gains the duck bill hold then go up 
slightly rightwards. 
 
2/ Psyduck 4 
SDS. The duck bill holds lead up the rib 
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Slopey Traverse Block 
Set at a higher level. 
 
1/ Slopey Traverse 6c+ 
Start on the right and follow slopers until you gain the 
small, shallow dish with your left hand. Rock onto the 
slab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Short Boulder 

An obvious free-standing block well to the right and 
below the left end of the main crag. 
 
1/ Short and Sweet 6a * 
SDS. Match the guppy and pull.... 
 
2/ Short Haul 6a+ 
SDS as for S&S but traverses the holds just below the top 
to reach the shallow groove. Top out. 
 
3/ Short Arête 5 
Harder than it looks! Bring your best footwork. 

 
 
Sideshow Block 
A block set at a high level above the left 
end of the main crag 
 
1/ Sideshow 6c * 
SDS. Traverse the lip to gain a guppy then 
up. 
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2/ The Roofs 
Time to get your arms (and fingers) pumping. 
The Roofs provide problems across a range of 
grades on unusual and interestingly featured 
rock. Problems here will probably be best 
visited during a dry spell though they are 
worth the use of good weather 
opportunities. 

 
The Rack 
The left side of the main crag has a short wall 
topped by and easy angled slab with a 
banded roof to its right. 
 
1/ North Wall 4+ 
From the jug reach the break and up the slab 
(which is quite high) or escape. 
 
2/ Layaway 5 
SDS. Pull up to the layaway then up. The slab or an escape finishes the problem. 

 
3/ Easy Groove 3+ 
As it says. 
 
4/ Easy Groove SDS 5+ 
SDS and up the groove from small 
edges. 
 
5/ The Hangman Stand 5 
Up from the juggy break 
 
6/ The Hangman 7a ** 
SDS on good holds under the left 
side of the roof. Pull out and then 
up the shallow groove – with or 
without the sloper on the arête. 
 

7/ The Hangman’s Noose 7c *** 
Out as for Hangman then follow a cool sequence along the lip holds around the arête to finish once it has been 
turned. 
 
8/ Guillotine 7c+ *** 
Keep going along the lip to finish as for Flayed Alive on the right rib. A fine finger-blasting problem. 
 
9/ Hung, Drawn and Quartered 6b * 
From hanging the good jug gain the ledge by some heel-hook action. 
 
10/ Flayed Alive 7b+ *** 
Clever heels and some guile lead from the back to gain the rib and an easier finish. Excellent! 
 
11/ Brazen Bull 7c *** 
Follow Flayed Alive to the good flake and then traverse back along the edges. The upper ledge holds can be used 
after the vague crack but not before for the full tick. Top out just right of 'The Hangman" using a heartbreaker 
sloper with your right and reaching for the good flatty with your left – or easier using Hangman finish.   
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12/ The Rack 7b *** 
Great moves lead out across the 
bulging wall to an easier but 
stimulating finish. 
 
13/ Warming the Blood 6b+. * 
SDS. Start at the flat hold on the 
far right and traverse up and left 
to gain the rail. Follow this to 
below the Hangman corner then 
use the diagonal undercuts to 
gain the good break and a finish 
up North Wall. A good warm up 
problem. 
 

14/ Pear of Anguish (Project) 
The high right arête is a fine project. Take the high, foreboding arête on marginal ripples. 
 
 
Under the Roof 
A compact set of square roofs set underneath a much bigger one. 
Problems end at the break. The ground beneath the left side of the area 
gets boggy though the addition of several blocks has sorted this to some 
point – feel free to aid the work and carry a few over! 
 
1/ East Street 6a 
The left-hand line of holds to a hanging block. Escape left. 
 
2/ Piccadilly 6a 
Sit start the line just to the right of East Street. From jugs, follow the 
breaks and slopers to reach good holds. 
 
3/ West Street 6a 
From a low start, climb through a blind move to gain good lip holds. 

 
4/ Jump Street Station 7a ** 
Start on the pair of crimps and 
explode for the jug. 
 
5/Metro 6b+ * 
Use good holds to surmount the roof. 
 
6/ The Underground 6b+ * 
SDS at the very lowest break below Kiwi/Down Under. Reach out LH 
for the best crimp half way along the Down Under traverse. Match 
another crimp and pop for the big rail under the roof. Swing along this 
to the arête and the finish of Down Under. 
 
7/ Kiwi 7b * 
SDS. Climb from the back of the roof but eliminating the arête. Pull on 
at the jugs. Left hand into first break, right hand into pinch in roof. Left 
hand onto weird 'cut-out' hold. Jump right hand for juggy sloper.  
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8/ Down Under 7a+ ** 
SDS. Follow the arête with fine moves. 
 
9/ West Avenue 6a 
Traverse from the left to finish up West Street. 
 
10/ The Kiwi Line 6c 
Traverse from the left follow the seam to finish up 
Metro. 
 
 
The Odyssey 
The epic roof to the right sporting an eye-smacking 
hanging ramp. Remember it took Odysseus 10 years 
to complete his journey. You won’t need a big ship - but a crew and lots of pads are a sensible precaution as the 
problems are high and the landing could be awkward without some pad readjustment as you climb. 

 
1/ The Odyssey 7b+ *** 
High. Gain the ramp from the edge of the underlying 
boulder and follow the ramp to a break and airy top-out. 
 
2/ Helen of Troy (Project) 
The low start to The Odyssey from under the roof.  
 
3/ Vanity Fair 6b ** 
High. Reach the good holds at the end of the ramp from the 
boulder (with or without a pad stack depending on your 
height) and finish as for The Odyssey. 
 
4/ De Profundis E5 6a * 
The big crack leads from the depths to the right takes 
drainage off the moor above so has become green. If you 
find it dry then boulder out the banded start, gather your 
big cams and plough onwards up the Wilde, wide crack 
above – or take the finish of the previous problem. A Rob 
Fenton masterpiece. 
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3/ The Rippled Walls 
Generally fingery climbing on protrusions that have varying degrees of slope. 

 
Far From the Madding Crowd 
Right of the roofs is a high banded and rippled wall.  
Where the angle turns at a slab they are known as the Toast Area (at problem #7). 
 
1/ A Soss End of Nobbage E3 5c * 
Rather artificial in line but fun. Up the bulge and edge to a point above the overhang on the left. Place gear (big) 
then traverse left and up. The start with a SDS makes nice Font 5 direct on the next problem. 
 
2/ Far From the Madding Crowd 4+ (HS 4a/b) * 
Take a rising traverse into the obvious crack. Follow it to the top. 
 

3/ Penguin Classics 6a *** 
High. Follow the breaks and bands to an exciting 
finish. 
 
4/ Bleak House 6a+ 
Steady climbing to a testing finish past duck-bill and a 
sloper. 
 
5/ Tess of the D’Urbervilles 6a * 
The wall passing a big protrusion to a slopey top-out 
 
6/ Great Expectations 5+ * 
Expect pleasant climbing. 

 
Toast Area 
Toast Left and Middle 
More banded walls – from the slab and around behind 
the big block. 
 
7/ I Can’t Believe it’s Not Butter  3 
Steady slab climbing. 
 
8/ Beans  4 
Climb the vegetated crack. 
 
9/ Peanut Butter 6a * 
Climb the wall via a long lock using unusual weathered 
features. 
 
10/ Nutella  5+ * 
The pleasant arête on excellent holds. 
 
11/ Bovril 6a+ 
Crimpy face climbing above an unhelpful landing. 
 
12/ Marmite 6b 
Love it or hate it! Pull from small crimps to a positive gaston and continue up. 
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Toast Right 
 
13/ Margarine 5+ 
Climb the crimpy wall. 
 
14/ Mustard 5 
The arête is short-lived. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4/ The Right Blocks 
Generally low blocks giving a set of techy problems from easy to 
7a. 

 
The Fin 
The leaning wall and hanging edge over to the right. 
 
1/ Ass Manager 6b ** 
Thug through the face from a sit avoiding the crack out left. Can 
be done as a dyno (eliminating the face holds) at the same grade. 
 
2/ The Fin 6a 
Crouch start at obvious crimps and climb the fin feature. 
 
 
The Nosey Boulder 

Set at a higher level over to the right are some lowball 
but clean blocks that provide fun problems. 
 
1/ Noddy Knows Best 5+ 
SDS. Sit start and make a stiff pull to reach good holds 
on the face. 
 
2/ Sioux Flay 7a * 
SDS. A direct just left of Nosey Sloper using an 
undercut pinch on the lip and the side-pull just left of 
the sloper. The plinth and a clever toe-hook help. 
 
3/ Nosey Slapper 7a ** 
SDS. Sit start and power through the sloper. 
 
4/ Flay Grant 5+ 
SDS. Hands on block right of Nosey Sloper. Along reach 
them up. The crack to the right is out. 
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The Hole Boulder 
Guess what? It has a hole! 

 
1/ Hole Mantle 3 
SDS. Mantle the juggy hole to reach the top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


